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Abstract: The tree-level S-matrix of Einstein’s theory is known to have a representa-
tion as an integral over the moduli space of punctured spheres localized to the solutions
of the scattering equations. In this paper we introduce three operations that can be
applied on the integrand in order to produce other theories. Starting in d+M dimen-
sions we use dimensional reduction to construct Einstein–Maxwell with gauge group
U(1)M . The second operation turns gravitons into gluons and we call it “squeezing”.
This gives rise to a formula for all multi-trace mixed amplitudes in Einstein–Yang–Mills.
Dimensionally reducing Yang–Mills we find the S-matrix of a special Yang–Mills–Scalar
(YMS) theory, and by the squeezing operation we find that of a YMS theory with an
additional cubic scalar vertex. A corollary of the YMS formula gives one for a single
massless scalar with a φ4 interaction. Starting again from Einstein’s theory but in
d+d dimensions we introduce a “generalized dimensional reduction” that produces the
Born–Infeld theory or a special Galileon theory in d dimensions depending on how it is
applied. An extension of Born–Infeld formula leads to one for the Dirac–Born–Infeld
(DBI) theory. By applying the same operation to Yang–Mills we obtain the U(N) non-
linear sigma model (NLSM). Finally, we show how the Kawai–Lewellen–Tye relations
naturally follow from our formulation and provide additional connections among these
theories. One such relation constructs DBI from YMS and NLSM.
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1
1 Introduction
In 2003 Witten revolutionized the study of scattering amplitudes by connecting string
theory, twistor space and N = 4 super Yang–Mills theory into a twistor string theory
[1]. Standard string theory perturbative computations are based on integrals over the
moduli space of Riemann surfaces which reduce to field theory amplitudes in the infinite
tension limit. In such a limit a single string theory diagram gives rise, via degenerations,
to all Feynman diagrams in the field theory computation. Witten’s twistor string theory
is different. In the Witten–RSV formulation [1, 2], tree-level field theory amplitudes
are given as integrals that localize on generic spheres. Many exciting developments
have followed since 2003 which connect hidden structures of scattering amplitudes with
unexpected mathematical objects (for a recent review see [3]).
Most of the developments in the past decade have been made for particular theories
such as N = 4 super Yang–Mills and N = 8 supergravity [3]. The natural question
that follows is: what is the space of all field theories whose complete tree-level S-matrix
can be expressed compactly as an integral over the moduli space of punctured spheres?
In 2013, we found what seems to be the key ingredient that allows the formulation
of a general S-matrix for massless particles in terms of Riemann spheres: the scattering
equations [4–6]. These equations define a map from the space of kinematic invariants
Kn for the scattering of n massless particles to the moduli space of punctured spheres
M0,n. Their explicit form is
n∑
b=1, b 6=a
sab
σa − σb = 0, ∀a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}, (1.1)
where sab := (ka + kb)
2 = 2 ka · kb, and σc is the inhomogeneous coordinate of the cth
puncture on CP1. These equations first appeared in the early days of dual models and
have resurfaced again in several different contexts [7–15]. They connect each point in
Kn to (n− 3)! points in M0,n, and admit an elegant polynomial form [16]. Moreover,
for certain choices of kinematics, the solutions are controlled by the roots of orthogonal
polynomials [6, 16, 17].
The first examples of theories that can be written in terms of scattering equations
in any space-time dimensions are Einstein gravity, pure Yang–Mills and cubic colored
massless scalars [5, 6]. These were followed by φ3 theory [18], amplitudes with two
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massive scalars together with gluons or gravitons [19] and more recently all single-trace
mixed amplitudes and double-trace all-gluon amplitudes in Einstein–Yang–Mills (as
well as analogous amplitudes in Yang–Mills–Scalar theories) [20].
Also, motivated by the success of this program, elegant twistor-string-like models
have been constructed from ambitwistor [21–23] and pure spinor [24] techniques, which
produce formulas based on scattering equations from correlation functions.
In this paper we greatly extend the set of theories whose tree-level S-matrix can
be expressed as
Mn =
∫
d nσ
volSL(2,C)
∏′
a
δ
( n∑
b=1
b 6=a
sab
σa − σb
)
In(k, , ˜, σ) =
∫
dµn In(k, , ˜, σ) , (1.2)
where In(k, , ˜, σ) is an integrand that depends on the theory and carries all the infor-
mation about wave functions for the external particles. In the second equality we used
the abbreviation dµn for the measure including the delta functions to emphasize that
our main object of study in this work is the integrand. The precise definition of all the
elements entering in dµn can be found in [5, 6].
Perhaps the most important object in the construction of the integrand In is a
2n× 2n anti-symmetric matrix
Ψ =
 A −CT
C B
, (1.3)
where A, B and C are n× n matrices. The first two matrices have entries
Aab =

ka · kb
σa − σb a 6= b,
0 a = b,
Bab =

a · b
σa − σb a 6= b,
0 a = b,
(1.4)
while the third is given by
Cab =

a · kb
σa − σb a 6= b,
−
n∑
c=1, c 6=a
a · kc
σa − σc a = b.
(1.5)
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The matrix Ψ depends on both the momenta kµa and the polarization vectors 
µ
a .
The reason this matrix is singled out is that its Pfaffian is multi-linear in polariza-
tion vectors, it is manifestly gauge invariant and it factorizes very cleanly in a soft limit
[5]. To be more precise, one has to introduce a reduced Pfaffian Pf ′Ψ = (−1)
a+b
σa−σb Pf|Ψ|a,b
where |Ψ|a,b denotes the minor obtained by deleting rows/columns labeled by a and b.
The reason is that the Ψ matrix possesses two null vectors.
In this paper we introduce three operations that can be performed on Pf ′Ψ which
allow us to produce new formulas from known ones. A natural starting point is the
formula for a theory of a graviton, B-field and dilaton which we call Einstein gravity
for short. The integrand is [5]
In(k, , ˜, σ) = Pf ′Ψ(k, , σ) Pf ′Ψ(k, ˜, σ) . (1.6)
Note that the two reduced Pfaffians only differ in the polarization vectors which are
denoted as µa in the left one and as ˜
µ
a in the right one. Hence each external particle
has a wave function given by a polarization tensor ζµνa := 
µ
a ˜
ν
a.
The first operation is a dimensional reduction or compactification procedure where
starting with a theory in d + M dimensions one constrains the momenta to lie in
a d-dimensional sub-space R1,d−1. Polarization vectors in the right Pfaffian are only
allowed to lie entirely in R1,d−1 while those on the left can either be in R1,d−1 or in
its complement RM . This leads to a formulation for the S-matrix of Einstein–Maxwell
with gauge group U(1)M .
The second operation is what we call a “generalized dimensional reduction” proce-
dure where the starting point is d+d dimensions. Momentum and polarization vectors
on the left and on the right follow the same rules as above (with M = d). However,
when polarization vectors are chosen to be “internal” they must be of the form ` kµa
where ` is some common constant of proportionality. Starting with Einstein gravity
(1.6), choosing all ’s to be internal and all ˜’s external we obtain the complete tree-level
S-matrix of the Born–Infeld theory [25]. Furthermore, choosing both sets to be internal
we obtain a scalar theory which we identify with a special Galileon theory [26, 27].
The third operation is a way to transform gravitons into gluons which we call
“squeezing”. The idea is to start with the Einstein gravity formula (1.6), select a group
of particles and apply an operation to the left matrix Ψ so that the corresponding
polarization vectors disappear. In a nutshell, in order to turn gravitons {1, 2, . . . , s}
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into gluons, the procedure is to delete the first s rows and s columns of Ψ and replace
them by a single row and a single column given by the sum of the ones deleted. The
same procedure is done to the rows and columns {n+ 1, n+ 2, . . . , n+ s} of Ψ. Finally
one replaces µa by σak
µ
a for a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , s}. The resulting matrix is a “squeezed”
version of Ψ of size (2n − 2s + 2) × (2n − 2s + 2) which we denote as Π. Inserting a
standard Parke–Taylor factor for the newly introduced gluons, the integrand becomes
(denoting σab := σa − σb)(
1
σ12 σ23 · · ·σs1 Pf
′Π
)
Pf ′Ψ(k, ˜, σ) . (1.7)
This is the integrand for a single-trace mixed amplitude in Einstein–Yang–Mills. Iter-
ating the squeezing operation on Π gives rise to arbitrary multi-trace mixed amplitudes
in Einstein–Yang–Mills. This operation is motivated and explained in more detail in
Section 3, where alternatively the same formula is obtained from generalizing that
for Einstein–Maxwell amplitudes. Hence this squeezing operation also generalizes the
compactification.
Combining all three operations we find a network of relations that allow the de-
termination of a large set of S-matrices in terms of scattering equations. Examples
of some non-trivial connections are: the use of generalized dimensional reduction in
bringing gravity in d + d dimensions down to Born–Infeld in d dimensions, and the
use of squeezing to turn Born–Infeld into a more general theory that contains both
Dirac–Born–Infeld and the U(N) non-linear sigma model as its different sectors1.
Furthermore, using the scattering-equations version [4, 6, 28] of the Kawai–Lewellen–
Tye (KLT) relations [29–31] one can break apart the formula for a given theory into
sums of products of two others. This KLT relation also allows us to draw more con-
nections among the theories considered in this paper. Most notably we find the Dirac–
Born–Infeld theory by applying the KLT bilinear to the Yang–Mills–Scalar theory with
the U(N) non-linear sigma model.
A preview of the theories studied in this paper and connections among them is
given by the flowchart below, Figure 1. The standard dimensional reduction (first
procedure) is represented by solid lines and denoted as compactify. The generalized di-
1In the DBI sector, the only U(N) structure left is of the form Tr(T IT J) = δIJ which is then
identified with an SO(N) tensor.
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“compactify”
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corollary
“compactify”
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Figure 1. A preview of the theories studied in the paper and the operations relating them.
mensional reduction (second procedure) is represented by dotted lines and denoted as
“compactify”, and takes us from Gravity to Born–Infeld (BI), from Einstein–Maxwell
(EM) to Dirac–Born–Infeld (DBI), or from Yang–Mills (YM) to the U(N) non-linear
sigma model (NLSM). The third procedure, squeezing, is represented by dashed lines
and denoted as squeeze. We have also introduced a fourth operation denoted as general-
ize, also with dashed lines. This indicates a natural generalization procedure from EM
to Einstein–Yang–Mills (EYM), or from a special Yang–Mills–Scalar theory (YMS) to
a generalized YMS respectively. When generalize is combined with compactify one gets
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the same results as squeeze. In the flowchart we suppressed the web of KLT relations,
which, e.g., connect amplitudes in YM and generalized YMS to those in EYM, also
amplitudes in YMS and NLSM to those in DBI.
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we describe the first procedure
of dimensional reduction (or compactification), starting from gravity and arriving at
EM. In Section 3, we propose a generalization of the formula to that for the most
general multi-trace amplitudes in EYM. As a special case, we recover our original
formula for YM amplitudes. In Section 4 we repeat the same procedure but starting
from the YM formula: we obtain the formula for the special YMS, and the same
generalization produces a generalized YMS which has an additional cubic scalar vertex;
a corollary of the YMS formula leads to amplitudes for massless φ4 theory. In Section
5, we introduce the generalized dimensional reduction procedure and use it to go from
gravity to the abelian BI theory, and further to the abelian DBI theory by the standard
compactification. In Section 6, we discuss how these formulas are related to each other
by KLT relations. We specialize the discussion to four dimensions in Section 7, and
end with a summary of results and discussions in Section 8.
2 Compactifying: From Einstein to Einstein–Maxwell
In this section, we show how to derive the formula for amplitudes in Einstein–Maxwell
(EM) theory by dimensionally reducing or compactifying the gravity formula in higher
dimensions. We consider compactifications of D = d+M dimensions to d space-time
dimensions together with M dimensions for an internal space. The momenta of n
massless particles, Ka for a ∈ {1, . . . , n}, are restricted in a d-dimensional space-time:
Ka = (k
0
a, . . . , k
d−1
a | 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
) ≡ (~ka | 0, . . . , 0) . (2.1)
Recall that the n polarization tensors of external gravitons can be obtained as
products of pairs of polarization vectors, {Ea, E˜a}, for a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n}. In term of
these the gravity integrand is written as
IGR = Pf ′Ψ(K, E , σ) Pf ′Ψ(K, E˜ , σ) . (2.2)
Here we consider the simplest case in which all polarization vectors on the right also
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completely lie in the d-dimensional space-time, i.e., without any internal components:
E˜a = (˜0a, . . . , ˜d−1a | 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
M
) ≡ (~˜a | 0, . . . , 0) . (2.3)
This implies Ka ·Kb = ~ka · ~kb, Ka · E˜b = ~ka · ~˜b, and E˜a · E˜b = ~˜a · ~˜b, thus we have
Pf ′Ψ(K, E˜ , σ) = Pf ′Ψ(k, ˜, σ) . (2.4)
In the left part we allow polarization vectors to also explore the internal space.
This means they can either be
Ea = (~a|~0) or Ea = (~0|~ea) , (2.5)
where we denote the internal components as ~ea to distinguish them from the external
ones.
Clearly, when we make the external choice the corresponding particle still has the
wave function of a graviton (or more generally a B-field or dilaton), while if we make
the internal choice it has the wave function corresponding to a photon. The claim is
that the resulting formulas actually compute EM amplitudes.
Let us first consider the simplest case, M = 1, and introduce a notation that will
be useful in the rest of the paper. We define two sets of particle labels
h := {a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} | Ea = (~a|0)} , γ := {a ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} | Ea = (~0|1)} . (2.6)
In other words, h is the set of gravitons and γ is that of photons.
For convenience in studying the matrix Ψ(K, E , σ), we split the total set of its
rows/columns into two sets. Motivated by its block structure in (1.3), we label them
by {1, 2, . . . , n : 1, 2, . . . , n}, where we use “ : ” to separate the first and the second sets
of n labels.
Obviously all the entries with a, b in the first set of n labels and those with a, b ∈ h
in the second set trivially reduce to d dimensions, while the remaining entries are more
interesting: we have Ea ·Kb = 0 for a ∈ γ, and Ea · Eb = 1 for a 6= b ∈ γ. In terms of
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the blocks A,B and C, Ψ(K, E , σ) is explicitly given by
b ∈ h b ∈ γ b ∈ h b ∈ γ
a ∈ h

Aab Aab (−CT )ab 0

a ∈ γ Aab Aab (−CT )ab 0
a ∈ h Cab Cab Bab 0
a ∈ γ 0 0 0 Xab
, (2.7)
where in the lower-right block we have Ψab = Bab for a, b ∈ h. For later convenience we
define an n× n anti-symmetric matrix X:
Xab =

1
σa − σb a 6= b,
0 a = b,
(2.8)
and denote its minor as appearing in (2.7) by [X]γ.
Note that the matrix (2.7) is block diagonal. One block is [X]γ while the other
block can be denoted as the minor [Ψ]h,γ:h. Here a few words on the notations are in
order. Recall that both h and γ are sets. When we write “h,γ” in the subscript of [Ψ]
we mean the collection of both graviton and photon labels, i.e., the whole set of the
first n rows and columns. The notation “· · · : h” means that from the second set of n
labels we keep only those rows and columns with labels in h. Explicitly, [Ψ]h,γ:h is
b ∈ h b ∈ γ b ∈ h
a ∈ h

Aab Aab (−CT )ab
a ∈ γ Aab Aab (−CT )ab
a ∈ h Cab Cab Bab
. (2.9)
Now, the reduced Pfaffian factorizes: Pf ′Ψ(K, E , σ) = Pf ′[Ψ]h,γ:h Pf[X]γ. Thus the
integrand for EM amplitudes becomes a product of three Pfaffians:
IEM = Pf[X]γ(σ) Pf ′[Ψ]h,γ:h(k, , σ) Pf ′Ψ(k, ˜, σ) . (2.10)
Here we observe that the number of photons must be even, otherwise Pf[X]γ = 0. In
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the case when we have n photons, i.e., h = ∅, one of the minors becomes the n × n
matrix A, [Ψ]γ = [Ψ]1,2,...,n = A, and the formula becomes even simpler:
Ipure photonEM = PfX(σ) Pf ′A(k, σ) Pf ′Ψ(k, ˜, σ) . (2.11)
We can generalize this procedure to arbitrary internal dimensions M , which results
in a theory of gravity coupled to photons with the gauge group U(1)M , i.e., to M flavors
of photons. We will still call it EM theory. In this case the second copy of polarization,
E , now takes the form
Ea∈h = (~a|0, . . . , 0) , Ea∈γ = (~0|~ea) , (2.12)
where ~ea is one of the M unit vectors that span the internal space, depending on the
flavor of photon a. Each photon must carry one of the M U(1) charges, labeled by
I ∈ {1, . . . ,M}, and explicitly we write (~ea)J = δIa,J for J ∈ {1, . . . ,M}.
The form of the Ψ matrix is identical to (2.7), except for the lower-right block with
labels a, b ∈ γ. Its off-diagonal entries contain Ea · Eb = ~ea · ~eb = δIa,Ib , and this block
is the corresponding minor of an n× n matrix X
Xa,b =

δIa,Ib
σa − σb a 6= b,
0 a = b.
(2.13)
Thus the integrand is almost identical to (2.10), except that now it carries flavor indices:
IU(1)MEM = Pf[X ]γ(σ) Pf ′[Ψ]h,γ:h(k, , σ) Pf ′Ψ(k, ˜, σ) . (2.14)
By the definition of a Pfaffian, we can expand Pf[X ]γ as a sum over all perfect match-
ings, {a, b} = {a1, b1; . . . ; am, bm} (m = |γ|/2), weighted by the corresponding signature
sgn({a, b}):
Pf[X ]γ =
∑
{a,b}∈p.m.(γ)
sgn({a, b}) δ
Ia1 ,Ib1 · · · δIam ,Ibm
σa1,b1 · · · σam,bm
. (2.15)
The meaning of this expansion is obvious: the photons must form m pairs where each
pair belong to the same U(1) group. In an abuse of terminology, we refer to the product
of delta’s as the “color structure” of U(1)M , and write the formula in terms of a color
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decomposition:
IU(1)MEM =
∑
{a,b}∈p.m.(γ)
δIa1 ,Ib1 · · · δIam ,Ibm
(
sgn({a, b})
σa1,b1 · · ·σam,bm
Pf ′[Ψ]h,γ:h(k, , σ) Pf
′Ψ(k, ˜, σ)
)
,
(2.16)
where inside the big parentheses we have the integrand for a “partial amplitude”, with
photon pairs {a1, b1}, . . . , {am, bm}, each in one of the U(1) groups. The validity of
these formulas is guaranteed by the dimensional reduction procedure.
3 Generalizing and Squeezing: Einstein–Yang–Mills
In this section we present two different but equivalent approaches that lead to a for-
mula for the most general multi-trace mixed amplitudes in Einstein–Yang–Mills (EYM)
theory. Formulas for mixed single-trace and pure-gluon double-trace amplitudes were
presented in [20] and they follow as special cases from our construction here.
The first approach starts with formula (2.16) for EM with gauge group U(1)M by
recognizing that it coincides with EYM amplitudes when each trace contains exactly
two gluons. In this case the number of gluons reaches its minimum allowed given a
particular number of traces, and is always even. With this identification, a natural
generalization allows us to increase the number of gluons in each trace.
The second approach starts with Einstein gravity (2.2) and “squeezes” some of the
gravitons into a single trace of gluons as outlined in the introduction. It is then natural
to iterate this procedure to convert other groups of gravitons into gluons step by step
to generate arbitrary number of traces.
The two approaches sketched above are quite different in nature: one increases the
number of gluons while the other increases the number of traces. It is a very fascinating
fact that they give the same formula for EYM amplitudes.
3.1 Generalizing Amplitudes in EM to EYM
As mentioned above, our starting point are EM amplitudes with several flavors of
photons (2.16). The key point here is that the photon flavor contraction in these
amplitudes, δIa,Ib , can be identified with the trace of two generators of the color group
in EYM, i.e.,
Tr(T IaT Ib) = δIa,Ib , (3.1)
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where the indices I’s now refer to the corresponding color indices. This means we
can think of the photons in such amplitudes as gluons, such that the original flavor
structure (for 2m photons)
δIa1 ,Ib1 δIa2 ,Ib2 · · · δIam ,Ibm (3.2)
in (2.16) is the color structure in an EYM amplitude
Tr(T Ia1T Ib1 ) Tr(T Ia2T Ib2 ) · · · Tr(T IamT Ibm ) , (3.3)
where we have in total m traces and each trace involves exactly two gluons. Then for-
mula (2.16) computes this special class of EYM amplitudes. From a Feynman diagram
point of view this is easy to understand, as the form of the color structure (3.3) forbids
contributions from cubic or quartic gluon self-interactions so that they interact only via
gravitons as if they were photons. Of course, we should modify the notation slightly
by replacing γ, the set of photon labels, by g now defined to be the set of gluon labels.
It is pleasing that a simple formula such as (2.16) computes this special class of
EYM amplitudes, for arbitrary number of gluon traces and gravitons. As mentioned
above, to obtain a general formula, we have to find a way of increasing the number of
gluons in each trace.
We first write the partial amplitudes of the special class, i.e., a single term in (2.16),
in a slightly different way
(−1)m Tr(T
Ia1T Ib1 ) Tr(T Ia2T Ib2 ) · · · Tr(T IamT Ibm )
(σa1,b1 σb1,a1) (σa2,b2 σb2,a2) · · · (σam,bm σbm,am)
P{a,b} Pf ′Ψ(k, ˜, σ) , (3.4)
where we divide and multiply another copy of the denominator of (2.16), and define
P{a,b} = sgn({a, b})σa1,b1 · · ·σam,bm Pf ′[Ψ]h,a1,b1,...,am,bm:h . (3.5)
In the above we explicitly write {a1, b1, . . . , am, bm} instead of g in order to emphasize
that it is a function of the perfect matching {a, b}. This point will be important shortly.
The rewriting in (3.4) is useful because it has the prefactors that we recognize from
previous work [20]: we have associated a two-gluon Parke–Taylor factor, 1/(σabσba), to
a trace structure Tr(T IaT Ib), and from [20] it is natural to define an object, C, for a
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trace with arbitrary number of gluons:
C{a1,a2,...,as} =
∑
ω∈Ss/Zs
Tr(T Iω(a1)T Iω(a2) · · ·T Iω(as))
σω(a1),ω(a2) σω(a2),ω(a3) · · ·σω(as),ω(a1)
. (3.6)
These C factors can account for the most general color structures of EYM amplitudes.
It is convenient to introduce the notation Tri for the set of labels for the gluons in the
ith trace, so that g = Tr1 ∪ Tr2 ∪ · · · ∪ Trm, and now |g| ≥ 2m.
How can we generalize the formula to arbitrary EYM amplitudes? It is obvious
that there should be a factor of Pf ′Ψ providing gluon polarizations and one copy of
the polarization vectors that make up the graviton polarization tensors. Another clue
is that given the trace structure Tr1, . . . ,Trm, we need the corresponding C factors,
CTr1 . . . CTrm . The remaining problem is how to generalize P{a,b}.
The most natural generalization is as follows: we choose two labels {ai, bi} ∈ Tri
for each i, compute the RHS of (3.5), and then simply sum over all choices,∑
{a,b}
′P{a,b} :=
∑
a1<b1∈Tr1···
am−1<bm−1∈Trm−1
sgn({a, b})σa1b1 · · ·σam−1bm−1 Pf[Ψ]h,a1,b1,...,am−1,bm−1:h . (3.7)
Comments on a subtlety here are in order: when computing the reduced Pfaffian in
(3.5) we can always delete rows and columns labeled by the mth trace, so that there
is no explicit dependence on that trace. As a consequence, in (3.7) the summation is
only performed in each of the remaining traces. Of course, we can choose to delete any
one of the m traces, and (3.7) is independent of the choice, as one can easily verify.
To summarize, our first proposal for general m-trace mixed amplitudes in EYM is
to use (3.7), the reduced Pfaffian of Ψ and C factors for m traces:
IEYM(g = Tr1 ∪ · · · ∪ Trm}, h) =
CTr1 · · · CTrm ∑
{a,b}
′P{a,b}
Pf ′Ψ . (3.8)
3.2 Squeezing: Converting Gravitons into Gluons
An alternative procedure to obtain general multi-trace mixed amplitudes in EYM is
to apply a novel operation on amplitudes in Einstein gravity. We name this operation
“squeezing”. Recall that in our formulation, gravitons refer to particles with polariza-
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tion tensors of the form ζµν = µ ˜ν . The squeezing procedure removes the polarization
vector µ of a subset of gravitons in Ψ, converting them into gluons belonging to the
same color trace.
We first focus on the “squeezing” that leads to a single trace of gluons. Consider
the case when particles {1, 2, . . . , r} stay as gravitons while {r + 1, r + 2, . . . , n} are
converted into gluons. It is useful to recall our notation {1, 2, . . . , n : 1, 2, . . . , n} for
rows and columns in Ψ. The squeezing procedure has several steps:
i) Add all rows {r+ 1, r+ 2, . . . , n− 1} from the first set of {1, 2, . . . , n : 1, 2 . . . , n}
to the nth row in the first set. Do the same for the second set.
ii) Repeat the same procedure on the columns.
iii) Delete all rows and columns with labels in {r+ 1, r+ 2, . . . , n−1} from both sets
of {1, 2, . . . , n : 1, 2, . . . , n} to obtain a 2(r + 1)× 2(r + 1) matrix.
iv) Replace all polarization vectors µa with a ∈ {r+ 1, r+ 2, . . . , n} by σakµa . Denote
the resulting matrix as Π.
v) Replace Pf ′Ψ in the integrand (recall the definition of C factors in (3.6)):
Pf ′Ψ −→ C{r+1,r+2,...,n} Pf ′Π . (3.9)
The explicit form of the 2(r + 1)× 2(r + 1) matrix Π is
Π(g = Tr1, h) =
b ∈ h 1 b ∈ h 1′
Aab
∑
d∈Tr1
ka · kd
σad
(−C)Tab
∑
d∈Tr1
ka · kd σd
σad

a ∈ h∑
c∈Tr1
kc · kb
σcb
0
∑
c∈Tr1
kc · b
σcb
∑
c,d∈Tr1,c 6=d
kc · kd 1
Cab
∑
d∈Tr1
a · kd
σad
Bab
∑
d∈Tr1
a · kd σd
σad
a ∈ h∑
c∈Tr1
σc kc · kb
σcb
−
∑
c,d∈Tr1,c 6=d
kc · kd
∑
c∈Tr1
σc kc · b
σcb
0 1′
.
(3.10)
Recall that h = {1, 2, . . . , r} denotes the set of gravitons in the amplitude. Here we
also introduced new notation for the rows and columns resulting from the squeezing
procedure: 1 and 1′. The label 1 refers to the trace of gluons Tr1, and we use a prime
to distinguish the two rows/columns from different origins.
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The above operation can be iterated to generate a Π matrix corresponding to
multiple traces. For example, for the case of two traces Tr1 = {r′+1, . . . , n}, Tr2 =
{r+1, . . . , r′}, we start from (3.10) (but with r replaced by r′) and convert gravitons
{r+1, . . . , r′} into gluons in the same way, obtaining a 2(r+2)× 2(r+2) matrix, which
we denote as Π(g = Tr1 ∪ Tr2, h).
In general for m traces, assuming r remaining gravitons, we obtain a 2(r+m) ×
2(r+m) matrix, Π(g = Tr1 ∪ · · · ∪ Trm, h), by iterating the same operations m times.
It is straightforward to implement this procedure, but notation-wise it is non-trivial
to present the result explicitly. Nevertheless we present the most general Π matrix
below, labeling its columns and rows by a, b ∈ h, and i, j ∈ {Tr} ≡ {1, . . . ,m},
i′, j′ ∈ {Tr}′ ≡ {1′, . . . ,m′} for the traces:
Π =
b ∈ h j ∈ {Tr} b ∈ h j′ ∈ {Tr}′
Aa,b Πa,j (−C)Ta,b Πa,j′

a ∈ h
Πi,b Πi,j Π˜i,b Πi,j′ i ∈ {Tr}
Ca,b Π˜a,j Ba,b Π˜a,j′ a ∈ h
Πi′,b Πi′,j Π˜i′,b Πi′,j′ i
′ ∈ {Tr}′
. (3.11)
Note that here four blocks of the Π matrix are identical to those in Ψ, and we use a
slight abuse of notation for the remaining twelve blocks: the blocks with different types
of subscripts, such as i, b and i′, b, or i, j, i′, j and i′, j′ are distinct matrices, and in
addition we denote Π˜ those blocks where one subscript is a graviton label and the other
a trace label. Explicitly, entries in eight of the remaining blocks are
Πi,b =
∑
c∈Tri
kc · kb
σcb
, Π˜i,b =
∑
c∈Tri
kc · b
σcb
, Πi′,b =
∑
c∈Tri
σc kc · kb
σcb
, Π˜i′,b =
∑
c∈Tri
σc kc · b
σcb
,
Πi,j =
∑
c∈Tri, d∈Trj
kc · kd
σcd
, Πi′,j =
∑
c∈Tri, d∈Trj
σc kc · kd
σcd
, Πi′,j′ =
∑
c∈Tri, d∈Trj
σc kc · kd σd
σcd
, (3.12)
while the other four blocks can be obtained from (3.12) by anti-symmetry. To save
space, we suppressed the condition c 6= d on the second line for diagonal entries i = j
and i′ = j′.
Before writing down the final integrand for the amplitudes, note that Π has the
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following two null eigenvectors:
v1 = (1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
)T ,
v2 = (σ1, . . . , σr︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
r
, 1, . . . , 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
m
)T .
(3.13)
Recall the labels are arranged as {1, . . . , r, 1, . . . ,m : 1, . . . , r, 1′, . . . ,m′}. Here the fact
that Π · v1 = Π · v2 = 0 follows from the scattering equations, momentum conservation,
and a · ka = 0:
n∑
a=1, a 6=b
σαb
ka · kb
σab
=
n∑
a=1, a6=b
σαb
ka · kb
σab
− σαa Ca,a = 0 , for α = 0, 1 . (3.14)
Given v1, v2, the reduced Pfaffian of Π can be defined as the Pfaffian of a reduced
matrix obtained by deleting two rows and two columns in any of the following four
equivalent ways, dressed by its corresponding Jacobian:
Pf ′Π := Pf|Π|i,j′ = (−)
a
σa
Pf|Π|i,a = −(−)
a
σa
Pf|Π|j′,a = (−)
a+b
σab
Pf|Π|a,b , (3.15)
with i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, j′ ∈ {1′, . . . ,m′}, and (importantly) a, b ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} for the first
r rows/columns. Here |Π| with two subscripts denotes Π with the two indicated rows
and columns deleted. The reduced Pfaffian is independent of the labels being deleted,
and in particular the first definition means we can eliminate any one of the m traces.
This should sound familiar from the results in the previous subsection.
The final proposal for the integrand of general multi-trace mixed amplitudes in
EYM is then
IEYM(g = Tr1 ∪ · · · ∪ Trm}, h) = CTr1 · · · CTrm Pf ′Π(g = {Tr1 ∪ · · · ∪ Trm}, h) Pf ′Ψ .
(3.16)
One of the advantages of having a formulation in terms of Pf ′Π is that it makes various
properties of the amplitude manifest, such as soft limits.
Before presenting explicit examples, note that the equivalence of the two formulas
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for EYM (3.8) and (3.16) follows from the relation
Pf ′Π =
∑
a1<b1∈Tr1···
am−1<bm−1∈Trm−1
sgn({a, b})σa1b1· · ·σam−1bm−1Pf [Ψ]h,a1,b1,...,am−1,bm−1:h , (3.17)
which we prove in Appendix B.
3.3 Special Cases and Examples
Now let’s consider some particular cases so as to gain more intuition about the formulas.
For single-trace mixed amplitudes, (3.16) gives a formula which is more flexible
than the result already available in [20]. Using the first definition in (3.15), i.e., deleting
rows and columns {1, 1′} corresponding to the single trace, (3.16) becomes the formula
in [20] for single-trace mixed amplitudes. Now it is clear that we could also use any of
the other three definitions and obtain equivalent formulas.
Another important special case is when all external particles are gluons, i.e., h = ∅.
This is particularly simple because the Π matrix only depends on σ’s and Mandelstam
variables:
Π(g = Tr1 ∪ . . .Trm) =
j ∈ {Tr} j′ ∈ {Tr}′
∑
c∈Tri, d∈Trj
kc · kd
σcd
∑
c∈Tri, d∈Trj
σc kc · kd
σcd

i ∈ {Tr}
∑
c∈Tri, d∈Trj
kc · kd σd
σcd
∑
c∈Tri, d∈Trj
σc kc · kd σd
σcd
i′ ∈ {Tr}′
. (3.18)
In the above, each block is labeled by i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, and in diagonal entries we have
c 6= d. From (3.15), we define the reduced Pfaffian by deleting rows and columns for
some i and j′.
Our last example is a further specialization of the previous one. Consider now
double-trace pure gluon amplitudes, i.e., m = 2. The matrix Π becomes a 4×4 matrix,
and its reduced Pfaffian is given by the Pfaffian of a 2× 2 matrix, thus resulting in
Pf ′Π(g = Tr1 ∪ Tr2) =
∑
c∈Tr1, d∈Tr2
σc kc · kd
σcd
=
1
2
∑
c∈Tr1, d∈Tr2
kc · kd = −1
2
(∑
c∈Tr1
kc
)2
. (3.19)
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Clearly the answer is symmetric in the traces as
(∑
c∈Tr1 kc
)2 ≡ sTr1 = sTr2 .
In [20] the integrand for double-trace pure gluon amplitudes was shown to be
IEYM(g = Tr1 ∪ Tr2) = 1
2
CTr1 CTr2 sTr1 Pf ′Ψ . (3.20)
We see that the Mandelstam variable sTr1 found in [20] is in reality a Pfaffian in disguise!
We test the consistency of our formula (3.16) by studying soft and factorization
limits in Appendix A. It is also crucial to check it against known amplitudes. The
formula for single-trace mixed amplitudes (3.10), and that for pure gluon double-trace
case (3.20), have been checked thoroughly in [20]. In addition, we have checked new
cases for (3.16) in four dimensions, including double-trace four-gluon one- and two-
graviton amplitudes, double-trace five-gluon one-graviton amplitude, and the triple-
trace six-gluon amplitude.
4 Interlude: From Yang–Mills to Yang–Mills–Scalar
In the previous sections we introduced and used the procedures of compactification and
squeezing. Before moving on to the third procedure mentioned in the introduction, let
us apply again the previous procedures but starting from pure Yang–Mills theory in-
stead of gravity. The reason we discuss Yang–Mills as a starting point after Einstein
gravity is that all Yang–Mills amplitudes are in fact special cases of the formulas pre-
sented in the previous section: single-trace pure gluon amplitudes. The integrand for
YM amplitudes is given by
IYM = Cn Pf ′Ψ(k, , σ) , (4.1)
which follows from our previous analysis as Pf ′Π = 1 in this case.
4.1 Compactifying: Special Yang–Mills–Scalar Theory
First let us consider the result of compactifying Yang–Mills in d+M dimensions with
a U(N) gauge group. It is well known that the result is a special Yang–Mills–Scalar
theory, which describes the low energy effective action of N coincident D-branes. The
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Lagrangian is given by
LYMS = −Tr
(
1
4
F µνFµν +
1
2
DµφIDµφ
I − g
2
4
∑
I 6=J
[φI , φJ ]2
)
, (4.2)
where the gauge group is again U(N) and the scalars have a flavor index from a global
symmetry group, SO(M), as the symmetry of the transverse space to the D-brane.
The momenta of all particles live in d dimensions as in (2.1). Recall that the set
of gluons is denoted as g while that of scalars is s. Depending on the choice for the
polarizations:
Ea∈g = (~a|0, . . . , 0) , Ea∈s = (~0|~ea) , (4.3)
we have a gluon or a scalar particle. Here ~ea is one of the unit vectors in M -dimensional
space, where the global symmetry group SO(M) acts as rotations. Similar to the
gravity case, the matrix Ψ now has two blocks, [Ψ]g,s:g and [X ]s, where we pick the
minor from the same matrix X according to the scalar labels s. Thus we obtain a
formula in d dimensions
IYMS = Cn Pf[X ]s Pf ′[Ψ]g,s:g =
∑
{a,b}∈ p.m.(s)
δIa1 ,Ib1 · · · δIam ,Ibm Cn sgn({a, b})
σa1,b1 · · · σam,bm
Pf ′[Ψ]g,s:g ,
(4.4)
where in the second equality we expanded Pf[X ]s in terms of perfect matchings for
scalars, and wrote it in terms of a color decomposition (note {a1, b1, . . . , am, bm} = s).
Before proceeding, let us mention some interesting facts about these amplitudes.
Note that any “flavor partial amplitude” of YMS from (4.4), which is the coefficient of
the flavor factor δIa1 ,Ib1 · · · δIam ,Ibm , is identical to the coefficient of (~a1 ·~b1) · · · (~am ·~bm)
in the pure gluon amplitude of YM in d dimensions. This can be trivially shown by ex-
panding Pf ′Ψ and extracting the coefficient. From a Feynman diagram point of view,
this result follows from standard compactification procedure. One more observation
is that when d + M = 10 the theory is the bosonic sector of the maximally super-
symmetric Yang–Mills theories and therefore it would be interesting to find a way to
supersymmetrize our formula (4.4).
Calculating explicit results from (4.4) is straightforward. Let us focus on the pure
scalar case, which can be easily done in arbitrary dimensions, and study the partial
amplitude for a color trace (say Tr(T I1T I2 · · ·T In)) and a given flavor factor. It is
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convenient to introduce a graphical notation that represents the color structure by
organizing the particle labels as points on the boundary of a disk, and representing each
flavor contraction δIa,Ib by a line connecting points a and b. It is then clear how to write
down the integrand associated with a general color and flavor structure represented by
such a graph. To simplify notation let us denote (12 · · ·n) := σ12 σ23 · · ·σn1. In the
following we list out some particularly simple examples at four and six points, together
with their corresponding formulas and their results:
=
∫
dµ4
1
(1234)
sgn(1324) Pf′A4
σ13 σ24
= 1.
=
∫
dµ4
1
(1234)
sgn(1234) Pf′A4
σ12 σ34
=
s13
s12
.
=
∫
dµ4
1
(123456)
sgn(142536) Pf′A6
σ14 σ25 σ36
= 0.
=
∫
dµ6
1
(123456)
sgn(142635) Pf′A6
σ14 σ26 σ35
= − 1
s612
.
=
∫
dµ6
1
(123456)
sgn(123546) Pf′A6
σ12 σ35 σ46
=
s61 + s12
s345 s12
+
s12 + s23
s456 s12
− 1
s12
.
(4.5)
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We encourage interested readers to reproduce these results, since they are the simplest
examples in general dimensions that one can explicitly compute.
4.2 Yang–Mills–Scalar Theory with a Cubic Scalar Vertex
Similar to the Einstein–Yang–Mills case in the previous section, the formula (4.4) also
computes a special class of amplitudes in a more general theory involving additional
scalar self-interactions, where the flavor factor in (4.4) is regarded as the extreme case
of traces formed by generators of the global symmetry group on the scalars. The reason
for this identification is again that the trivial flavor contractions exclude contributions
from any scalar self-interaction vertex that mixes different flavor indices.
The generalized YMS theory we consider here is given by supplementing the La-
grangian (4.2) with an extra cubic scalar vertex studied in [5, 32], which is colored
under both the gauge group and the flavor group:
Lgen.YMS =−T˜r
(
1
4
F µνFµν +
1
2
DµφIDµφ
I− g
2
4
∑
I 6=J
[φI , φJ ]2
)
+
λ
3!
fIJK fI˜J˜K˜ φ
II˜φJJ˜φKK˜ ,
(4.6)
where the trace is for the gauge group; fI˜J˜K˜ and fIJK are the structure constants of
gauge and flavor groups respectively; and we have introduced the scalar cubic coupling,
λ. When λ → 0, we recover the special YMS theory, and when g → 0 it becomes the
cubic scalar theory with two color groups, considered in [5].
The most general amplitudes in this theory can only have a single trace for the
gauge group, while any number of traces for the flavor group of the scalars. Let us
denote the sets of scalars in each trace as Tr1, . . . ,Trm. Our proposal for the formula
is completely parallel to (3.8):
Igen.YMS(s = Tr1∪· · ·∪Trm, g) = Cn CTr1 · · · CTrm Pf ′Π(s = Tr1 ∪ · · · ∪ Trm, g) . (4.7)
This can be justified either by generalizing (4.4), or by squeezing the Ψ matrix to
convert gluons into scalars. Consistency checks, including soft limits and factorizations,
are similar to those in the EYM case, and are presented in Appendix A. In addition
to amplitudes in special YMS (see (4.5)), we have also checked the formula explicitly
against amplitudes in generalized YMS theory, which we computed up to eight points
using Feynman diagrams.
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4.3 A Corollary: Massless φ4 Theory
A very interesting corollary of the special YMS formula from compactifications, (4.4),
is that it can be used to generate amplitudes in massless φ4 theory, i.e., a single real
scalar field with only a quartic vertex.
Before moving on to φ4 theory, let us review how to write down the formula for a
single real scalar field with a cubic interaction, φ3. In [6], we found that for any pair
of permutations α, β ∈ Sn, an integrand of the form
Iscalar(α|β) = 1
σα(1),α(2) σα(2),α(3) · · ·σα(n),α(1) ×
1
σβ(1),β(2) σβ(2),β(3) · · ·σβ(n),β(1) (4.8)
yields a sum over all trivalent scalar diagrams that can be embedded both on a disk
with external legs ordered on the boundary according to the permutation α and on a
disk with a boundary ordering β. As pointed out in [18], one can obtain φ3 amplitudes
by setting α = β and summing over all orderings, thus we have the integrand:
Iφ3,n = 1
2n−2
∑
pi∈Sn−1
1
σ2pi(1),pi(2) · · · σ2pi(n−1),pi(n) σ2pi(n),pi(1)
. (4.9)
The sum is over all inequivalent orderings, with a summand given by the square of
Parke–Taylor factor in that ordering. The symmetry factor 2n−2 is needed because the
formula includes (n−1)! planar orderings and 1
n−1
(
2n−4
n−2
)
planar cubic diagrams for each
of them, while the total number of cubic diagrams is (2n−5)!!.
Figure 2. From φ4 diagrams to perfect matchings.
Now we show that, in analogy to the fact that (4.8) can be used to generate any
cubic scalar diagram, (4.4) can be used to produce quartic scalar diagrams. As shown
in Figure 2, when we embed a given quartic Feynman tree diagram G in a disk such
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that its n = 2m external points sit on the boundary, it naturally picks up a planar
ordering from the disk boundary. We can further regard each internal vertex as a
crossing of two lines. Then G is obviously equivalent to m lines connecting the 2m
boundary points, and can be denoted by a perfect matching. This fact continues to
hold for arbitrary Feynman diagrams in φ4. For every graph of a perfect matching
obtained in this procedure, we can associate with it a formula in the way we described
in the previous subsection
φ4 diagram G 7−→ graph of a
perf. match.
7−→
∫
dµn
1
σ12 · · · σn1
sgn({a, b}) Pf ′A
σa1,b1 · · ·σam,bm
. (4.10)
From Feynman diagrams in YMS, the right column of (4.10) computes the left column.
To compute the full amplitude, one simply sums over all φ4 diagrams. However,
it is possible to obtain a formula that has a better combinatorial structure. The key
observation is that the graphs obtained from φ4 diagrams are connected. This motivates
us to consider all perfect matchings that lead to connected graphs in a disk (for a given
ordering of points on the boundary). Remarkably, the formulas for the connected graphs
that do not come from a φ4 diagram evaluate to zero! Some illustrative examples are
as follows
= 0, = 0. (4.11)
As a consequence, for a given ordering pi, we can sum the integrand in the right
column of (4.10) over all perfect matchings that lead to connected graphs (denoted by
cppi), and then further sum over all inequivalent planar orderings pi. This gives rise to
the integrand for the full amplitudes in φ4 theory
Iφ4,n=2m= 1
(3!)m−1
Pf ′A
∑
pi∈Sn−1
 sgnpi
σpi(1),pi(2) · · ·σpi(n),pi(1)
∑
{a,b}∈cppi
sgn({a, b})
σa1,b1 · · ·σam,bm
. (4.12)
The symmetry factor is (3!)m−1 because there are (3m)!
m!(3!)m
quartic diagrams, and the
formula contains 1
2m+1
(
3m
m
)
planar diagrams for each ordering.
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5 Generalized Dimensional Reduction: DBI and NLSM
In this section, we present formulas for amplitudes in three more types of theories:
Dirac–Born–Infeld theory (DBI), including Born–Infeld (BI), and the U(N) non-linear
sigma model (NLSM), as well as a special Galileon theory. We also find a fourth for-
mula, which we conjecture computes the S-matrix of a consistent theory “interpolating”
between DBI and NLSM. In order to construct these S-matrices, we introduce what we
call a “generalized dimensional reduction” which allows us to obtain DBI (or Galileon)
and NLSM amplitudes from those in Einstein gravity and Yang–Mills respectively. In
this section we present the formulas as conjectures and then provide evidence for their
validity.
5.1 Born–Infeld and Dirac–Born–Infeld
We first consider amplitudes in Born–Infeld theory, which is a non-linear generalization
of Maxwell theory [25]. In Section 2, we obtained photon scattering amplitudes in
Einstein–Maxwell theory (EM) by dimensionally reducing Einstein gravity. Photons
are produced by choosing polarizations E to lie in the internal space. Surprisingly,
one can also obtain photon amplitudes in BI from Einstein gravity by a “generalized
dimensional reduction”, where we force the internal components of Ea, instead of being
constants, to be proportional to the d-dimensional momentum ka. This requires M = d
and thus we should start from D = d+d dimensions. Again we let K and E˜ to lie in d
dimensions, see (2.1) and (2.3). To obtain n photons in d dimensions, we take E to be
Ea = (0, . . . , 0 | `~ka) (5.1)
for a ∈ {1, . . . , n}, and ` is some constant of proportionality. Applying this procedure
directly to Einstein gravity amplitudes gives zero. However, our formula in terms of
scattering equations leads to a very natural proposal for how to extract amplitudes in
BI theory from the vanishing result! In fact, it turns out that all we need is to modify
the definition of the reduced Pfaffian slightly, as we will see shortly.
After the reduction, Ka ·Kb = ~ka ·~kb, Ea ·Kb = 0 and Ea · Eb = `2 ~ka ·~kb (as opposed
to δIa,Ib in the matrix X ), the Ψ(K, E , σ) matrix becomes block diagonal, with two
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copies of the A matrix as its entries:
Ψ =
(
A (−C)T
C B
)
=
(
A(k, σ) 0
0 A(` k, σ)
)
, (5.2)
where the second copy has an additional factor ` in front of each k. If we naively
compute Pf ′Ψ we get zero, because Ψ has two additional null vectors due to the bottom-
right A block:
Pf ′oldΨ
`n−2
= Pf ′A PfA = Pf ′A×
n∑
b=1,b 6=a
(−1)a+b sab
σab
Pf|A|a,ba,b = (Pf ′A)2
n∑
b=1,b 6=a
sab = 0 . (5.3)
The correct way to implement this procedure is to extract the coefficient of the zero∑n
b=1,b 6=a sab = −sa,a = 0, which naturally yields a non-trivial result. In other words,
we define the reduced Pfaffian by deleting four rows and four columns, two for each A,
Pf ′newΨ := Pf
′A(k, σ) Pf ′A(`k, σ) = `n−2 Pf ′A(k, σ)2 . (5.4)
We conjecture that this procedure produces the correct formula for BI amplitudes
IBI = `n−2 Pf ′Ψ(k, ˜, σ) Pf ′A(k, σ)2 . (5.5)
As a first check, note that (5.5) has the correct mass dimension. The simplicity of the
formula (5.5) is very compelling and we will provide strong evidence that it reproduces
the S-matrix derived from the Lagrangian
LBI = `−2
(√
− det (ηµν − `2 Fµν)− 1
)
. (5.6)
The generalization to DBI, i.e., to include scalars, is straightforward. We still have
a Pf ′Ψ; and, as we have seen repeatedly, applying the usual compactifications from E˜a
to ~ea can produce scalars as well. In general we can have M flavors of scalars, and Pf
′Ψ
factorizes as in (2.14). Note that we have performed these two different procedures
independently on the two copies of Pf ′Ψ, since we treat E and E˜ independently. The
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formula for DBI amplitudes ends up having four Pfaffians:
IDBI(γ, s) = `n−2 Pf[X ]s(σ) Pf ′[Ψ]s,γ:γ(k, ˜, σ) Pf ′A(k, σ)2 . (5.7)
In the special case of pure scalar amplitudes, s = {1, . . . , n}, the formula becomes
Ipure scalarDBI = `n−2 PfX (σ) Pf ′A(k, σ)3 . (5.8)
Alternatively, formula (5.7) follows immediately from applying the generalized dimen-
sional reduction to (2.10) as well, and (5.8) from the pure-photon case (2.11).
Let us provide evidence that our formulas indeed compute amplitudes in DBI the-
ory. Recall that the DBI Lagrangian takes the form [25]
LDBI = `−2
(√
− det (ηµν − `2 ∂µφI ∂νφI − ` Fµν)− 1
)
, (5.9)
where ` is the same coupling constant as previously defined. The square root is un-
derstood as an expansion in `, and one needs to extract interaction vertices order by
order for computing amplitudes. It is obvious that DBI amplitudes vanish for all odd
multiplicities, which also trivially follows from the appearance of (Pf ′A)2 in our formula.
We used (5.5) and (5.7) to compute amplitudes with photons up to six points, in-
cluding four- and six-photon, two-scalar-two-photon, two-scalar-four-photon and four-
scalar-two-photon amplitudes, and they all agree with the amplitudes computed from
(5.9) using Feynman rules. For example the two-scalar-two-photon amplitude reads
`−2M(1s, 2s, 3γ, 4γ) = s14 k1 · 3 k2 · 4 + s13 k2 · 3 k1 · 4 + 1
2
s13 s14 3 · 4 . (5.10)
Other examples are more involved and some of them are presented in Section 7.
Besides, in the case of only one flavor, we have compared the pure scalar amplitudes
from Feynman diagrams and those from (5.8), up to eight points. In pure scalar
amplitudes there is no photon propagating, so we can directly set F = 0 and obtain
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the expansion directly,
LDBI scalar = `−2
(√
− det (ηµν − `2 ∂µφ ∂νφ)− 1
)
= `−2
(√
1− `2 (∂φ)2 − 1
)
= −(∂φ)
2
2
− `
2
2!
(
(∂φ)2
2
)2
− 3 `
4
3!
(
(∂φ)2
2
)3
− 15 `
6
4!
(
(∂φ)2
2
)4
− · · · (5.11)
up to the order relevant for our check. We confirmed that our formula (5.8) produces
amplitudes that agree with those derived from the vertices in the second line of (5.11)
with the exact coefficients. In fact, in this case it is not hard to read off the contact
terms together with their coefficients order by order from the results of our formula.
If one had not heard about DBI but simply tried this exercise, one would eventually
recognize that (5.8) comes from a Lagrangian that re-sums into a square root!
When there are several flavors (M > 1), (5.8) generates flavor structures similar
to those in (4.4), and the computation from Feynman diagrams involves more non-
trivial vertices derived from the DBI Lagrangian (5.9). We carried out explicit analytic
checks for the amplitudes of four and six scalars with flavor structures φIφIφJφJ and
φIφIφJφJφKφK (with the flavor indices I 6= J 6= K).
5.2 Non-Linear Sigma Model
Given that we obtain BI theory by applying the generalized dimensional reduction to
gravity, in analogy to what we did in Section 4 we can apply this again to Yang–Mills
theory and see if it results in some sensible theory. Recall that the only difference is
that we start with Cn Pf ′Ψ instead of Pf ′Ψ Pf ′Ψ, and here we use λ as the constant
of proportionality in (5.1) instead of ` for later convenience. We conjecture that the
resulting formula computes amplitudes in the U(N) non-linear sigma model (see [33–
35]), i.e.,
INLSM = λn−2 Cn Pf ′A(k, σ)2 . (5.12)
This is a well-known theory of scalars flavored under U(N) (in our formula this flavor
group started its life as the gauge group for YM). Instead of writing down the theory
and compare, let us pretend we have never heard of the theory, and try to guess its
Lagrangian from the formula.
The results computed from (5.12) imply that the color-ordered Feynman rules
should be as follows. For the canonical ordering, we have a contact vertex with two
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derivatives for any even multiplicity n:
Vn = −λ
n−2
2
n
2
−1∑
r=0
n∑
a=1
ka · ka+2r+1 . (5.13)
To be precise, we computed color-ordered amplitudes from our formula analytically up
to eight points, and numerically at ten points, and at each order the results allow the
vertices to be parametrized by one constant2. A very natural choice leads to (5.13),
providing strong evidence that it is the correct theory behind (5.12).
Let us denote Φ = φIT
I , with T I ’s the generators of U(N). As it turns out, we
have just re-discovered from (5.12) (up to ten points) the Lagrangian for the U(N)
NLSM, where the infinite series can be resumed nicely3:
LNLSM = −
∞∑
n=2, even
λn−2
2
n
2
−1∑
r=0
Tr
(
Φ2r ∂µΦ Φ
n−2−2r ∂µΦ
)
= −1
2
Tr
(
(I−λ2 Φ2)−1 ∂µΦ (I−λ2 Φ2)−1 ∂µΦ
)
, (5.14)
where I is the identity matrix, and the inverse gives an expansion around small fields.
One can show that (5.14) is identical to the standard NLSM Lagrangian in the Cayley
parametrization:
LNLSM = 1
8λ2
Tr
(
∂µU
†∂µU
)
, with U = (I+ λ Φ)(I− λ Φ)−1. (5.15)
5.3 Extended Dirac–Born–Infeld
In previous subsections we obtained formulas for the S-matrix of DBI and NLSM by
applying generalized dimensional reduction to EM and YM, respectively. Note that
back in the flowchart given in the introduction (Figure 1), we have the EYM theory
sitting between EM and YM, which includes the latter two as its sectors, which can be
isolated when gYM → 0 and κ→ 0 respectively. In analogy, it is natural to ask whether
there is a theory “interpolating” between DBI and NLSM.
In fact, a consistent formula for tree-level amplitudes in such a theory can be
2The freedom for choosing such constants order by order is related to different parametrizations of
the NLSM.
3The result (5.13) coincides with one of the choices of vertices studied in [36].
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obtained by applying the generalized dimensional reduction to the EYM theory formula
(3.16),
IEYM(g = Tr1 ∪ · · · ∪ Trm}, h) = CTr1 · · · CTrm Pf ′Π(g, h) Pf ′Ψ
⇓
Iext. DBI(s = Tr1 ∪ · · · ∪ Trm, g) = CTr1 · · · CTrm Pf ′Π(s, g) (Pf ′A)2.
(5.16)
Consistency of this formula with locality and unitarity is verified by studying a general
factorization channel (as summarized in Appendix A.2). Hence this theory is consistent
at least classically, and we call it as “extended DBI”.
Given the closed amplitude formula (5.16) is known, one can start to derive the
Lagrangian of this theory. Interestingly it turns out to sum into a square root as well,
and we conjecture its entire expression as
Lext. DBI = `−2
(√
− det
(
ηµν − `
2
4λ2
Tr (∂µU† ∂νU)− `2Wµν − ` Fµν
)
− 1
)
, (5.17)
where U = U(Φ) is defined in (5.15) and expanding U in terms of Φ gives rise to the
usual scalar kinetic term. The extra term Wµν is
Wµν =
∞∑
m=1
m−1∑
k=0
2(m− k)
2m+ 1
λ2m+1 Tr(∂[µΦ Φ
2k ∂ν]Φ Φ
2(m−k)−1). (5.18)
From the explicit expression in (5.17) it is obvious that both DBI and NLSM are
sectors of this theory and can be isolated by taking λ → 0 and ` → 0 respectively.
In general the amplitudes can have multiple traces, each with arbitrary number of
“NLSM-like” external scalars, and arbitrary number of “DBI-like” external photons.
The first time that each order m of Wµν contributes is in an amplitude of a single photon
with (2m + 1) scalars which form a single trace, and the corresponding coefficient in
(5.18) can be extracted from the study of this amplitude. We determined the form of
Wµν by explicit analysis up to order m = 5 (i.e., 10-point amplitudes), and (5.18) is
a conjectured natural extension of the results to all orders. Also up to 10 points we
found that the amplitude of any given set of external states as computed by (5.16) can
by exactly reproduced from Feynman diagram computation using vertices derived from
the conjectured Lagrangian (5.17).
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5.4 A Special Galileon Theory
After succeeding in identifying amplitudes that are generated by using the generalized
dimensional reduction on one copy of the polarization vectors of a gravity amplitude, it
is natural to try the same but now on both sets of polarization vectors. More explicitly,
we start again with an amplitude for an even number of gravitons in d+ d dimensions.
The momenta of all particles are taken to lie on the first d components as before but
this time we take
Ea = E˜a = (0, . . . , 0 | `~ka) (5.19)
for a ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Just as in the previous cases Pf ′Ψ(K, E , σ) = Pf ′APfA = 0. We
propose to use the same procedure as above and replace both Pf ′Ψ(K, E , σ) by (Pf ′A)2.
This leads to a scalar theory with a very simple integrand
Mn =
∫
dµn(Pf
′A)4. (5.20)
In order to gain some insight on what this scalar theory could be it is useful to start
by computing the four-particle amplitude. In general, n-particle amplitudes have the
same dimension as sn−1. Knowing that the four-particle amplitude has to be a pure
contact term, permutation invariant in the particle labels and of dimension s3, the only
possibility is that M4 ∝ s t u (note that s3 + t3 + u3 is proportional to s t u and since
s + t + u = 0 there are no other invariants). Indeed, an explicit computation reveals
that
M4 =
∫
dµ4
(
1
σ34
Pf
(
0 k1·k2
σ12
k2·k1
σ21
0
))4
= s t u. (5.21)
There is a family of scalar theories that has been studied in the literature for almost
a decade [26, 27] called Galileon theories, which have the same four-point amplitude as
our theory. At first sight it seems that our theory (5.20) is not related to the Galileon
theories since those theories generically have non-vanishing amplitudes for any number
of particles. In the following we give evidence that our theory is a special Z2 symmetric
Galileon theory.
The general pure Galileon lagrangian is given by
L = −1
2
∂µφ∂
µφ+
∞∑
m=3
gmLm (5.22)
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with
Lm = φ det{∂µi∂νjφ}m−1i,j=1. (5.23)
It is easy to compute amplitudes with small number of particles in this theory. One of
the crucial observations is that regardless of the value of g3 the three particle amplitude
vanishes. The four particle amplitude is, as mentioned above, proportional to s t u. Now
we want to find the most general set of couplings that ensure that all amplitudes with
an odd number of particles vanish4. The next step is to compute the five-particle
amplitude. This has been done in [37] and the result is
Mgalileon5 = (g5 − f5(g3, g4))G(k1, k2, k3, k4) (5.24)
where f5(g3, g4) is a simple constant polynomial of g3 and g4 while G(k1, k2, k3, k4)
is the Gram determinant of {k1, k2, k3, k4}. Clearly, setting g5 = f5(g3, g4) ensures
that the five-particle amplitude vanishes. Moving on to seven particles after defining
g5 = f5(g3, g4) one finds
Mgalileon7 = (g7 − f7(g3, g4, g6))G(k1, k2, k3, k4, k5, k6). (5.25)
Again we set g7 = f7(g3, g4, g6). We expect that this pattern repeats and all odd
couplings become functions of g3 and the even ones. Of course, if g3 is set to zero we
expect all odd coupling to vanish identically as well.
We have computed the six- and eight-particle amplitudes in our theory (5.20) and
have confirmed that there exist values of g4, g6 and g8, all fixed in terms of g3 (which
is assumed to be non-zero), so that the Galileon amplitudes agree with ours. It would
be very interesting to find out exactly what singles out (5.20) from the space of all
Galileon theories. We leave this for future research.
6 KLT Relations and Applications
In this section, we start by reviewing how the field theory version of the Kawai–
Lewellen–Tye (KLT) relations naturally follows from our formulation with scattering
4In the following we assume that the space time dimension is always larger than the number of
particles under consideration. The answer for smaller dimensions is obtained simply by constructing
the kinematic invariants using vectors in the desired space-time dimension.
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equations [4]. As we will show, the KLT procedure becomes a way of writing a theory
as the sum of products of two other theories. As one of the applications we write DBI
amplitudes as the KLT bilinear of color-ordered amplitudes in two different theories.
Whenever a theory admits a formulation of the form (1.2),
Mn =
∫
dµn In(k, , ˜, σ), (6.1)
it means that the amplitude is given by the sum over the (n−3)! solutions to scattering
equations,
Mn =
(n−3)!∑
i=1
In(k, , ˜, σ(i))
det′Φ(k, σ(i))
, (6.2)
where σ(i) denotes the ith solution (i = 1, 2, . . . , (n−3)!) and det′Φ is the Jacobian of
the delta functions of scattering equations, whose explicit form can be found in [4] but
is not relevant for our discussions here.
The integrand together with the measure in (6.1) is invariant under SL(2,C) trans-
formations. The transformation property of the measure5 indicates that it has “weight”
−2 w.r.t. each σa, thus I must have weight 2 w.r.t. each σa.
There is something special about theories where In is factorized into two factors,
both carrying the same SL(2,C) weight,
In(k, , ˜, σ) = I(L)n (k, , σ) I(R)n (k, ˜, σ) . (6.3)
Let us call I(L)n and I(R)n the two “half-integrands”. All formulas we have found so far
have this property, except that in their current form the formulas for φ3 and φ4 theories
do not seem to enjoy this property.
In order to see what is special about theories where the integrand is made out of
two half-integrands, define e
(I)
i := I(I)n (σ(i))/ det′Φ(σ(i)) for I = L,R as two (n−3)!-
5Under an SL(2,C) transformation σ 7→ (ασ + β)/(γ σ + δ), dµn behaves covariantly:
dµn
SL(2,C)−−−−−→ dµn
n∏
a=1
(γ σa + δ)
−2.
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dimensional vectors in solution space. Therefore (6.2) becomes a diagonalized bilinear
Mn =
(n−3)!∑
i,j=1
det′Φ(σ(i)) δi,j e
(L)
i e
(R)
j . (6.4)
This can be written in a more compact form by introducing a diagonal matrix D with
entries Dii = det
′Φ(σ(i)) as follows
Mn = ~e (L)T D~e (R) . (6.5)
Next, define two vectors ~L and ~R in an auxiliary (n−3)!-dimensional vector space.
The entries of each vector are arbitrary rational functions of the σa variables and
therefore we can write ~L(σ) and ~R(σ). The only requirement on the rational functions
is that each entry must have the same SL(2,C) transformations as a half integrand.
From each vector one can construct an (n− 3)!× (n− 3)! matrix with entries
Liα = L(σ
(i))α and R
i
α = R(σ
(i))α , (6.6)
where the index (i) runs over the space of solutions while α over the auxiliary space.
The last object we need is also a (n− 3)!× (n− 3)! matrix m with entries
mα,β = (RD
−1 L)αβ =
(n−3)!∑
i=1
Rα(σ
(i))Lβ(σ
(i))
det′Φ(σ(i))
=
∫
dµn Rα(σ)Lβ(σ) . (6.7)
Clearly, the entries mα,β are rational functions of the kinematic invariants sab.
From the definition of m it is easy to see that
D = Lm−1 R . (6.8)
Using this in (6.5) one finds
Mn = ~e (L)T Lm−1 R~e (R) . (6.9)
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Or in components
Mn =
∑
α,β
(n−3)!∑
i=1
L(i)α e
(L)
i
(m−1)
αβ
(n−3)!∑
j=1
R
(j)
β e
(R)
j
 . (6.10)
Now we can recognize both objects on the left and on the right of m−1 as integrals
localized on the solutions of the scattering equations. If we define
M (L)n (α) =
∫
dµn Lα(σ) I(L)n (k, , σ) (6.11)
and a similar formula for M
(R)
n (β), then
Mn =
∑
α,β
M (L)n (α)
(
m−1
)
α,β
M (R)n (β) . (6.12)
In order to have a good chance of recognizing M
(I)
n (α) as physical theories one chooses
to identify α and β with permutations of (n − 3) elements and the M (I)n (α) as single-
trace partial amplitudes of a colored theory. This is what we do in the rest of this
section and which allows us to make connections among many of the theories we have
found in this work.
6.1 KLT Relations from Formula Splitting
The claim we made in [6] (for pure gravity and Yang–Mills) is that KLT relations are
a special case of (6.12). In order to see this let us choose the vectors ~L and ~R to have
Parke–Taylor factors as entries.
Lω ≡ 1
(σ1 − σω(2))(σω(2) − σω(3)) · · · (σω(n−2) − σn−1)(σn−1 − σn)(σn − σ1) , (6.13)
and
Rω ≡ 1
(σ1 − σω(2))(σω(2) − σω(3)) · · · (σω(n−2) − σn)(σn − σn−1)(σn−1 − σ1) . (6.14)
When evaluated on solutions i, j = 1, . . . , (n−3)!, Lα({σ(i)}) and Rβ({σ(j)}) give rise
to the two matrices, L and R, needed for the computation.
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One of the main results of [4] is that the matrix m now computed as
mαβ =
∫
dµn
1
σ1,α(2) · · ·σα(n−2),n−1 σn−1,nσn,1 ×
1
σ1,β(2) · · ·σβ(n−2),n σn,n−1σn−1,1 (6.15)
is nothing by the inverse of the famous KLT bilinear, which is usually denoted as a
matrix S with entries S[α|β] [30, 31]. More explicitly, one has S = m−1 and therefore
the KLT relations
Mn =
∑
α,β
M (L)n (α)S[α|β]M (R)n (β). (6.16)
are identical to our formula (6.12).
6.2 Applications
Here we show that for all formulas we found where the integrand can be split, the partial
amplitudes in the KLT representation indeed correspond to physical amplitudes. In this
subsection we focus on full amplitudes, and postpone applications to partial amplitudes
to Appendix C.
We first consider EYM amplitudes given by (3.16): the integrand is given by the
product of two half-integrands
I(L)n = CTr1 · · · CTrm Pf ′Π ,
I(R)n = Pf ′Ψ .
(6.17)
Applying the KLT procedure explained above, we find partial amplitudes given by
M
(L)
gen.YMS(α; g, s) =
(n−3)!∑
i=1
Liα e
(L)
i =
∫
dµn
CTr1 · · · CTrm Pf ′Π
σ1,α(2) · · ·σα(n−2),n−1 σn−1,nσn,1 ,
M
(R)
YM(β; g) =
(n−3)!∑
i=1
Riβ e
(R)
j =
∫
dµn
Pf ′Ψ
σ1,β(2) · · ·σβ(n−2),n σn,n−1σn−1,1 . (6.18)
We have identified each partial amplitude as that of generalized YMS and YM respec-
tively. Directly using (6.12) we obtain MEYM =
∑
α,βM
(L)
gen.YMS(α)S[α|β]M (R)YM(β).
A simple consequence of this is that, EM amplitudes with gauge group U(1)M can
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be written as MEM(h,γ) =
∑
α,βM
(L)
YMS(α)S[α|β]M (R)YM(β), with
M
(L)
YMS(α; g, s) =
∫
dµn
Pf ′[Ψ]g,s:g Pf[X]s
σ1,α(2) · · · σα(n−2),n−1 σn−1,nσn,1 . (6.19)
As we already pointed out in [20, 32], applying the KLT bilinear to two copies of
generalized YMS amplitudes yields amplitudes in Einstein–Yang–Mills–Scalar theory
(EYMS). We have not discussed amplitudes in EYMS because they simply follow from
compactifications of EYM on the other copy of polarizations, i.e., Pf ′Ψ˜.
Now we turn to the even more interesting case of DBI. From the explicit form of
the DBI integrand, given in (5.7), it is obvious that its KLT decomposition is similar to
that of EM, i.e., MDBI(γ, s) =
∑
α,βM
(L)
YMS(α)S[α|β]M (R)NLSM(β). Here M (L)YMS is given
in (6.19), and M
(R)
NLSM is the partial amplitude of the U(N) non-linear sigma model
(NLSM) discussed above:
M
(R)
NLSM(β; s) =
∫
dµn
(Pf ′A)2
σ1,β(2) · · ·σβ(n−2),n σn,n−1σn−1,1 . (6.20)
A similar KLT decomposition applies to amplitudes in generaized DBI as well, giving
a formula in terms of amplitudes in generalized YMS and those in NLSM.
Finally, it is natural to apply KLT bilinear to two copies of NLSM partial ampli-
tudes. Using (6.20), it gives amplitudes in a scalar theory with a very simple integrand
In = (Pf ′A)4:
Mn =
∑
α,β
M
(L)
NLSM(α)S[α|β]M (R)NLSM(β) =
∫
dµn (Pf
′A)4 . (6.21)
This is nothing but the special Galileon theory studied in Subsection 5.4.
7 Specializing to Four Dimensions
One of the fascinating properties of four dimensions is that there exist variables in which
all kinematic invariants sab factor as the product of two objects. This factorization is
achieved by the use of the spinor-helicity variables (see [3, 38] for a review). In the
spinor-helicity formalism the data {ka, a} for each particle is replaced by {λa, λ˜a, ha}
where the first two entries are spinors of opposite chirality while ha is an integer de-
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scribing the helicity of the bosonic particles. Only helicities 0,±1 and ±2 appear in
the theories considered in this paper.
Using spinors one can produce Lorentz invariants
〈a, b〉 = εαβλαaλβb , [a, b] = εα˙β˙λ˜α˙a λ˜β˙b . (7.1)
The kinematic invariants then factor as sab = 〈a, b〉[a, b].
The reason we specialize to four dimensions is that the scattering equations, as
polynomial equations with coefficients being rational functions of 〈a, b〉 and [a, b], be-
come reducible and separate into branches. There are n − 3 branches labeled by an
integer k ∈ {2, 3, . . . , n−2}. The (n−3)! solutions then split giving rise to an Eulerian
number, E(n− 3, k− 2), of solutions in the kth branch. The splitting into branches has
a very important physical meaning in theories with spin. Consider, for example, pure
Yang–Mills; if one assigns a +1 “charge” for each particle of negative helicity and 0 for
positive helicity, then amplitudes with “charge” k are said to be in the kth sector. In
this case the YM integrand has support only on the solutions in the kth branch.
In this section we discuss how some of the various formulas we have found behave
in four dimensions and what the separation of solutions into branches means for them.
In addition, we will present some explicit amplitudes in four dimensions as computed
from our formulas.
7.1 The Origin of Vanishing Amplitudes in Four Dimensions
Pure Photon Amplitudes in Einstein–Maxwell and Born–Infeld.
Let’s start with the scattering of photons in EM and in BI, as presented in (2.11)
and (5.5). How does the formula know that in four dimensions amplitudes are non-
vanishing only when the helicity of photons is conserved? The answer comes from the
fact that both formulas contain a factor Pf ′Ψ and a factor Pf ′A. A property of Pf ′Ψ
is that, when evaluated on a helicity sector with k negative-helicity polarizations and
n−k positive ones, it only has support on solutions in branch k. Thus for each helicity
sector, one only needs to evaluate the integrand on the solutions of the corresponding
branch. Furthermore, as we prove below Pf ′A vanishes whenever k 6= n
2
.
Assuming k < n
2
, we can use spinor-helicity formalism and the scattering equations
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in 4d for sector k, i.e.,
λαa = taλ
α(σa), ∀a ∈ {1, . . . , n}, α = 1, 2, (7.2)
where λα(z) is a spinor-valued polynomial of degree k − 1 representing homogeneous
coordinates on a CP1, while ta is the scaling factor [1]. With these, each entry of matrix
A looks like
ka · kb
σab
=
〈ab〉 [ab]
σab
=
〈λ(σa), λ(σb)〉
σab
[ab]tatb. (7.3)
Using a result from [39], one can prove that
〈λ(σa), λ(σb)〉
σab
= Vn,k−1 ·B(λ1(z), λ2(z)) · V Tn,k−1, (7.4)
where Vn,d is the Vandermonde matrix of dimensions n×d, defined by (Vn,d)a,l = σla for
a = 1, . . . , n and l = 0, . . . , d−1. B(f(z), g(z)) is the Be´zout–Cayley matrix associated
with polynomials f(z) and g(z), whose elements are defined as
Bp,q :=
∮
dx
xp+1
∮
dy
yq+1
f(x)g(y)− f(y)g(x)
x− y , (7.5)
and so in this case it has dimension (m− 1)× (m− 1). Then matrix A becomes
Aab =
k−2∑
p,q=0
2∑
α˙,β˙=1
(taσ
p
aλ˜
α˙
a ) (Bp+1,q+1 ⊗ εα˙β˙) (tbσqb λ˜β˙b ). (7.6)
The matrix B ⊗ ε is non-singular and has dimensions 2(k − 1) × 2(k − 1), and so we
conclude that upon solutions of branch k, the rank of A cannot be greater than 2(k−1).
By parity we find Pf ′A = 0 for k > n
2
, thus it vanishes unless k = n
2
.
Scalar Amplitudes of φ4, DBI and NLSM.
Recall that the formula for pure scalar amplitudes in the three theories are given by
(4.12), (5.8) and (5.12) respectively. The most interesting feature of these formula
when one restricts the kinematics to be in four dimensions is the factor Pf ′A. As we
have just shown, this factor vanishes in all branches of solutions except for k = n/2.
This indicates that all these scalar theories are somehow like EM in four dimensions,
or ABJM and supergravity theories in three dimensions [40], where only this middle
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sector is relevant; unlike in those theories, this property here has nothing to do with
helicities since all we have are scalars. This is in contrast to the φ3 theory (with or
without colors) in four or three dimensions, where summing over solutions in all sectors
is crucial, since the result from each sector is non-local.
Multi-trace Pure-gluon Amplitudes in EYM.
One more class of amplitudes that becomes special in four dimensions are multi-trace
pure-gluon amplitudes in EYM, see (3.18). By arguments from BCFW one can show
that any m-trace amplitude has to vanish in the Nk−2MHV sector for k < m and
n−k < m. This property becomes manifest if we use the representation for Pf ′Π
as a linear combination of minors of Ψ (3.17). Each term has a minor of the form
[Ψ]2(m−1)×2(m−1) = [A]2(m−1)×2(m−1) as there are no external gravitons. From our dis-
cussion above for k < m, rankA ≤ 2(k−1) thus every minor [A] in the expansion (3.7)
is degenerate and its Pfaffian vanishes. This means Pf ′Π = 0, and by parity the same
is true for n−k < m.
7.2 Explicit Examples in Four Dimensions
In this subsection we provide explicit expressions for two non-trivial examples of double-
trace mixed amplitudes in EYM, as well as known BI amplitudes up to six points in
literature. We have checked that all of them match correctly with our formulas.
Example 1: Five-Point EYM, (1g2g)(3g4g)5h.
Here the parentheses refer to the gluon traces. In the case when one of the gluons and
the graviton have negative helicity and the others positive, the corresponding amplitude
vanishes. For the case with two negative-helicity gluons (say, a and b), and the other
particles positive, the amplitude reads:
A((1g2g)(3g4g), 5h) =
〈ab〉4 (〈12〉[23]〈34〉[41]− [12]〈23〉[34]〈41〉)
〈12〉〈34〉〈15〉〈25〉〈35〉〈45〉 . (7.7)
In order to compute these amplitudes from our formula (3.16), the most non-trivial
part is the factor Pf ′Π. We can choose to delete the two rows/columns corresponding
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to the trace (34), and the resulting matrix |Π|(34),(34)′ has the form
5h (1g2g) 5h (1g2g)
′
0 k5·k1
σ51
+ k5·k2
σ52
∑4
a=1
5·ka
σ5a
k5·k1 σ1
σ51
+ k5·k2 σ2
σ52

5h
k1·k5
σ15
+ k2·k5
σ25
0 k1·5
σ15
+ k2·5
σ25
−k1 · k2 (1g2g)
−∑4a=1 5·kaσ5a 5·k1σ51 + 5·k2σ52 0 5·k1 σ1σ51 + 5·k2 σ2σ52 5h
σ1 k1·k5
σ15
+ σ2 k2·k5
σ25
k1 · k2 σ1 k1·5σ15 + σ2 k2·5σ25 0 (1g2g)′
. (7.8)
Then as in (3.15) we have Pf ′Π = Pf|Π|(34),(34)′ .
Example 2: Six-Point EYM, (1−g 2
−
g )(3
+
g 4
+
g )5
++
h 6
++
h .
For this six-point example we pick a particular MHV helicity configuration. The am-
plitude can be computed from BCFW method by deforming λ˜1 and λ6, and there are
four non-vanishing BCFW terms:
〈12〉3[56](〈12〉[23]〈34〉[4|1 + 6|5〉+ [2|1 + 6|5〉〈23〉[34]〈41〉)
〈16〉2〈34〉〈25〉〈35〉〈45〉〈56〉 . (7.9)
The second term reads
− 〈12〉
4(〈13〉[34]〈45〉[5|1 + 6|2〉+ [3|1 + 6|2〉〈34〉[45]〈51〉)
〈16〉2〈34〉〈15〉〈25〉〈35〉〈45〉〈26〉 . (7.10)
The third term reads
〈12〉3〈14〉[46](〈12〉[23]〈35〉[5|1 + 6|4〉+ [2|1 + 6|4〉〈23〉[35]〈51〉)
〈16〉2〈46〉〈34〉〈15〉〈25〉〈35〉〈45〉 , (7.11)
and the fourth term is related to the third term by switching the labels 3 and 4. The
reduced Π matrix follows similarly as in (7.8) but has two additional rows and columns
corresponding to graviton 6.
Example 3: Four- and Six-photon BI.
Explicit 4d expressions for the four- and six-photon amplitudes in Born–Infeld theory
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are known from the existing literature [41], and below we simply quote these results:
`−2MBI(1+2+3−4−) = 〈12〉2[34]2 .
`−4MBI(1+2+3−4−5−6−) = 0 .
`−4MBI(1+2+3+4−5−6−) = [12]
2〈56〉2[3|1 + 2|4〉2
s124
+ permutations , (7.12)
where the summation in the third line is performed over cyclic permutations of the
labels (1, 2, 3) and of the labels (4, 5, 6), respectively (altogether nine terms). It is
straightforward to check that these agree with the results from (5.5) when specializing
to four dimensions.
8 Summary of Results and Discussions
In this paper, we presented representations for the tree level S-matrix of a variety of
theories in terms of the scattering equations. Essentially all theories we discussed can
be put into three classes6: theories of gravitons and gluons, theories of gluons and
scalars, and theories of photons and scalars. The three classes of theories are listed
in the chart in Figure 3 as three columns. In order to have a more unified way of
summarizing the results for all three classes let us denote by a the particle with the
higher spin in each class and by b the one with the lower spin. In all three classes the
spin of particle a is 1 unit higher than that of particle b. For example, for the first
class of theories, a = h, b = g where h is a graviton while g is a gluon.
Theories in the top blocks in the chart contain particles a, with coupling constants
ga. In order to move to down the chart to the next row of blocks we couple the
top theories to particles b with the same couplings ga. We then introduce additional
interactions with new couplings gb, which yield more general theories listed in the third
row of blocks. Finally by turning off ga we get to the bottom row of blocks as special
theories for particles b.
The main results of the paper are summarized in this chart: the integrand of the
formula (1.2) for each theory is given in its block, and the various relations between the
6Amplitudes in φ3 and φ4 theories follow from those in colored φ3 and YMS, respectively (see
Section 4). EYMS is an extension to include the first two classes, and note that YM appears in both
classes as special cases.
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GR: Pf ′Ψ Pf ′Ψ˜
EM: Pf[X ] Pf ′[Ψ] Pf ′Ψ˜
EYM:
CTr1 · · · CTrm Pf ′Π Pf ′Ψ˜
YM: Cn Pf ′Ψ˜
YM: Pf ′Ψ C˜n
YMS:
Pf[X ] Pf ′[Ψ] C˜n
generalized YMS:
CTr1 · · · CTrm Pf ′Π C˜n
colored φ3: Cn C˜n
BI: Pf ′Ψ (Pf ′A)2
DBI:
Pf[X ] Pf ′[Ψ] (Pf ′A)2
extended DBI:
CTr1 · · · CTrm Pf ′Π (Pf ′A)2
NLSM: Cn (Pf ′A)2
class 1: h, g class 2: g, s class 3: γ, s
compactify
generalize
sq
u
eeze
compactify
generalize
sq
u
eeze
compactify
generalize
sq
u
eeze
single trace single trace single trace
⊗ YM ⊗ NLSM
“compactify”
Figure 3. The summary of theories we studied in this paper: the formulas for their ampli-
tudes, and various operations which relate all the theories.
formulas are given by arrows, including vertical ones within each class, and horizontal
ones between classes.
We have used five types of arrows, or relations between pairs of theories. In the
introduction we only described the three main operations for the sake of clarity in the
presentation. This summary is the place to display all five operations: compactify,
squeeze, which combines compactify with the procedure generalize, generalized dimen-
sional reduction (or “compactify” for short), and that for specializing to the single trace
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case. Acting on the building blocks of our formula, they are
compactify : Pf ′Ψ(a) −→ Pf ′[X ]b Pf ′[Ψ]a,b:a ,
generalize : Pf ′[X ]b Pf ′[Ψ]a,b:a  CTr1 · · · CTrm Pf ′Π(b = Tr1 ∪ · · · ∪ Trm; a) ,
squeeze : Pf ′Ψ(a) CTr1· · · CTrm Pf ′Π(b = Tr1 ∪ · · · ∪ Trm; a) ,
single trace : CTr1· · · CTrm Pf ′Π(b = Tr1 ∪ · · · ∪ Trm; a) −→ Cn ,
“compactify” : Pf ′Ψ (Pf ′A)2 .
(8.1)
In addition, we have KLT relations displayed at the bottom of the chart: X ⊗ Y stands
for applying the KLT bilinear to partial amplitudes in theories X and Y, with orderings
α, β, which gives amplitudes in theory Z:
KLT (X⊗ Y → Z) : MZ =
∑
α,β∈Sn−3
MX(α)S[α|β]MY (β) . (8.2)
Note that the generalized dimensional reduction procedure and the KLT relations
act on the classes. Applying the former procedure to each theory in class 1 leads to
the corresponding theory in class 3. There are two KLT relations which use YM and
NLSM amplitudes and which map a theory in class 2 to corresponding ones in class 1
and 3, respectively.
In the summary chart one theory stands out in the sense that while all others have
been well studied in the literature this one seems to be new. Given that we have its
S-matrix (5.16) and a conjecture (5.17) for its Lagrangian, it would be interesting to
further explore its properties.
More generally, for theories in class 3, it would be fascinating to understand how
the expansion of a square root (for DBI) or the inverse (for NLSM) can be captured
by the remarkably simple formulas for their S-matrices. One interesting feature is that
although it is simple to see that the formulas vanish in the limit when a single scalar
becomes soft, its behavior when multiple scalars become soft simultaneously is more
intricate. Clearly, a better understanding of the relations in this class is needed as the
generalized dimensional reduction is still somewhat mysterious. One could be tempted
to formulate this operation directly in terms of Feynman diagrams. As discussed in
Section 5, naively applying the reduction to gravity amplitudes gives zero. Our for-
mulation provides a natural prescription for “extracting the coefficient of this zero”;
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the question is then, if any, what prescription should we use at the level of Feynman
diagrams?
In Subsection 5.4, we also found a theory by applying the generalized dimensional
reduction to both the left and right polarization vectors of a gravity amplitude. We
conjectured that this scalar theory corresponds to a special class of Galileon theory.
Assuming the conjecture holds, a clear next step is to either find a generalization of the
integrand that can accommodate the most general Galileon or to find out what makes
the one we found special.
Another natural direction is to find more theories to fit into the chart by further
applying the operations to theories we have studied. For example, one can apply the
generalized dimensional reduction to Pf ′Π, which will produce a building block that
generalizes (Pf ′A)2. It would be interesting to understand what theories we can obtain
by doing this to EYM or generalized YMS. Moreover, one can also try to use the
squeezing operation on theories in class 3 to obtain their non-abelian generalizations,
which may shed new light on the longstanding problem of canonically defining non-
abelian DBI actions [25, 42].
Our formulas also make manifest various properties of amplitudes. We discussed in
detail how KLT relations naturally follow from them: we split an integrand and rewrite
the bilinear in permutation space, which becomes the sum of products of partial ampli-
tudes in two different theories given by KLT relations. A very interesting application
we found is to (extended) DBI theory. We found its amplitudes to be given by applying
the KLT bilinear of NLSM and (generalized) YMS partial amplitudes. It would be very
interesting to further study the KLT relations, especially from the string theory point
of view since DBI and YMS describe different low energy effective actions of string
theory. It would also be interesting to find connections to approaches coming from the
study of the field theory limit of amplitude relations in string theory [43–45], using
disk relations the one-graviton EYM amplitude is written as the sum of Yang–Mills
amplitudes.
In addition, relations between partial amplitudes also become manifest from the for-
mula: whenever the integrand has a Parke–Taylor factor CTr, e.g., for multi-trace EYM
or YMS amplitudes, we have Kleiss–Kuijf relations [46] between partial amplitudes,
with respect to particles within that trace; when we have the factor Cn for all particles,
additionally we have the Bern–Carrasco–Johansson relations [47], as shown in [15] by
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the use of scattering equations. It would be interesting to see how color-kinematics du-
ality and double-copy [47] in these theories, especially in DBI-type theories (for EYM,
see [32]), arise from the formulas along the line of [6] for gravity and Yang–Mills cases.
Our results strongly suggest that the scattering equations can serve as a unified
framework for general S-matrices of bosonic massless particles in arbitrary dimensions.
One of the main open problems is still the inclusion of fermions. Evidence that this
must be possible is that in particular dimensions such formulas exist [22, 40, 48].
Elegant twistor-string-like models have been constructed from ambitwistor [21]
and pure spinor [24] techniques. Given that these models give rise to the scattering-
equations-based formula for Einstein gravity, it would be interesting to see if all the
three operations introduced in this paper admit natural worldsheet interpretations.
Finally, given that the formalism seems to apply to a large variety of theories,
perhaps the time is ripe for the following question: Is there a quantum field theoretic
origin of the formulas based on the scattering equations?
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A Consistency Checks
In this appendix we collect the results for various soft and factorization limits of the
formulas presented in the main text.
A.1 Soft Limits of EYM and YMS Amplitudes
Here we study the behavior of EYM and YMS amplitudes, given by (3.8) and (4.7),
in the limit when the momentum of a graviton or gluon becomes soft. Let us first
consider the soft graviton limit of (3.8), say kn → 0 for n ∈ h. The measure with
delta functions, and Pf ′Ψ behave the same as in the formula for Einstein gravity, and
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the factors CTr1 · · · CTrm stay the same in the limit. For Pf ′Π, let us look at (3.11):
four blocks, Πij, Πi′j, Πij′ and Πi′j′ stay unchanged, and for the remaining blocks, the
column and row with graviton label n (for the first set) vanish, except for the entries
Cn,n. Here the second label n is in the second set, and by expanding along these two
columns/rows (the two with n in the first and second sets respectively), the reduced
Pfaffian is given by
Pf ′Π→
n−1∑
a=1
Cn,nPf
′ |Π|n,n =
n−1∑
a=1
n · ka
σna
Pf ′Π(t1, . . . , tm; r+1, . . . , n−1) (A.1)
where the matrix |Π|n,n is exactly the Π matrix for particles 1, . . . , n−1. Then we go on
to integrate out σn along the contour that encircles poles imposed by the n
th scattering
equation. However, in doing this we choose to deform the contour on the σn plane by
a residue theorem (as explained in [5]). Note that all the remaining poles we see in the
integrand are simple poles of the form (σn − σa), so that altogether we pick up (n− 1)
terms, and the final result recovers Weinberg’s soft graviton theorem [49, 50],
MEYM(1, . . . , n−1, n ∈ h)→
(
n−1∑
a=1
n · ka ˜n · ka
kn · ka
)
MEYM(1, . . . , n−1) . (A.2)
A similar proof gives the soft gluon theorem of YMS formula (4.7), with the only
difference being that we have a Cn factor and it gives contributions from labels (n−1)
and 1:
MYMS(1, . . . , n−1, n ∈ g)→
(
n · kn−1
kn · kn−1 −
n · k1
kn · k1
)
MYMS(1, . . . , n−1) . (A.3)
The soft gluon limit for EYM amplitudes is trivial: when consider, e.g., the momen-
tum of c ∈ Tr1 to be soft, the behavior of the measure, CTr1 and Pf ′Ψ are identical to the
single-trace gluon formula except that the two contributing gluons are the neighboring
ones in Tr1. In addition, kc in Π simply drops out and it reduces to the Π matrix for
remaining n−1 particles, thus we recover the soft gluon theorem for EYM amplitudes.
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A.2 General Discussions on Factorizations
In the absence of a general proof for our formulas, one can nonetheless show that they
have correct factorization behavior in any physical channels7. Explicit checks require
that one first do a careful re-parametrization to the σ moduli so as to see that the
formula indeed possesses a simple pole when approaching any desired physical channel,
and remains finite for any physical channels that are forbidden by the theory. In those
desired channels, one further needs to verify that the given amplitude factorizes into two
sub-amplitudes at leading order; most importantly, the internal particle thus produced
has to be consistent with Feynman diagrams. A nice feature of the building blocks used
in our formulas is that (when they factorize) they always factorize into smaller pieces
of the same type, thus the study of the formulas reduces to that of the building blocks
individually.
The detailed discussion of the method used was described in [5, 6] and their supple-
mentary materials, where the basic results for pure graviton/gluon/scalar amplitudes
were also summarized, and those for single-trace mixed amplitudes in EYM and YMS
were in [20]. From those discussions, the Parke–Taylor factor and Pf ′Ψ always factorize
in the desired way
Cn −→ τ p CnL+1 CnR+1, (A.4)
Pf ′Ψn() −→ τ p
∑
I
Pf ′ΨnL+1(; I) Pf
′ΨnR+1(; I), (A.5)
where τ is a parameter characterizing the scale of the Mandelstam variable for the
channel, and its power (p = −nL + nR + 2) here is crucial in order to see exactly a
simple pole in the formula. The “+1” in the subscripts accounts for the inclusion of
the internal particle that emerges. The study in [20] already covers the single-trace
case of Pf ′Π, and the most general multi-trace case behaves analogously. This divides
into three situations. Firstly, if the channel does not separate the labels in any trace,
Pf ′Π behaves like Pf ′Ψ, i.e.,
(C · · · C)n Pf ′Πn() −→ τ p
∑
I
(C · · · C)nL Pf ′ΠnL+1(; I) (C · · · C)nR Pf ′ΠnR+1(; I).
(A.6)
7The main issue that remains is whether any unphysical pole exists. However, since in all cases the
poles in the integrand are dictated by factors of the form (σa−σb), this possibility is almost excluded.
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Secondly, if the channel separates the labels in only one trace, Pf ′Π behaves like Cn,
i.e.,
(C · · · C)n Pf ′Πn() −→ τ p (C · · · C)nL+1 Pf ′ΠnL+1() (C · · · C)nR+1 Pf ′ΠnR+1(), (A.7)
where no I enters into the new Π’s, which is consistent with the fact that the in-
ternal particle now belongs to the new traces arising from the splitting. Finally, if
the channel separates the labels in several traces simultaneously, then one will observe
that (C · · · C) Pf ′Π vanishes at the leading order τ p so that the amplitude remains fi-
nite. These facts are most apparent when studying Pf ′Π in terms of its expansion onto
Pf ′[Ψ] (3.7). Besides these, in DBI and NLSM as well as φ4 theory we also have one
more building block Pf ′A. This object only allows odd particle channels (i.e., nL and
nR being odd), upon which it factorizes as
Pf ′An −→ τ
p
2 Pf ′AnL+1 Pf
′AnR+1, (A.8)
while in even particle channels its leading order again vanishes and hence the ampli-
tude has no pole8. This has a straightforward but important consequence that the
appearance of Pf ′A in the formula forbids the existence of any odd contact terms in
the corresponding Lagrangian! This is a strong indication that our formulas discussed
in Section 5 are valid.
By applying the above results in explicit formulas, the reader can easily check
that the formulas give rise to expected factorization in any allowed physical channel
while stay finite when the channel is forbidden, and in particular the internal particles
observed in factorizations are consistent with what Feynman diagrams dictate.
B Proof of the Expansion of Pf ′Π
In this appendix we provide a proof for equation (3.17) that Pf ′Π can be expanded as
a linear combination of Pfaffians of minors of matrix Ψ. Recall the convention there
that we consider m traces of gluons and r gravitons9. In using the definition (3.15) for
8The only exception is when Pf ′APfX come together, in which case the combination is a special
limit of (C · · · C) Pf ′Π and should be treated as the latter. We do not discuss PfX since it never appears
by itself.
9Here “gluon” and “graviton” are merely ways to name the entries; (3.17) is a purely mathematical
identity.
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the reduced Pfaffian we choose to delete the two rows and columns corresponding to
the mth trace, so that the Jacobian is trivially 1, and the reduced matrix |Π|m,m′ is of
size 2(m+ r − 1)× 2(m+ r − 1).
We use the definition of Pfaffian in terms of summing over perfect matchings
Pf′Π =
∑
α∈p.f.
sgn(α(1), . . . , α(2(m+r−1))) Πα(1),α(2) · · ·Πα(2(m+r)−3),α(2(m+r)−2)︸ ︷︷ ︸
m+r−1
. (B.1)
Here α denotes a permutation of the label set h ∪ {1, 1′, . . . , (m − 1), (m − 1)′}, and
restricted to inequivalent perfect matchings; sgn(α) denotes the corresponding signa-
ture. For a certain entry Πα,β, the non-trivial situation is when α ∈ {1, . . . , (m−1)} or
α ∈ {1′, . . . , (m − 1)′} (the trace labels), in which this entry can be further expanded
into
Πα,β =
∑
aα∈Trα
kaα ·#β
σaα,β
or Πα,β =
∑
aα∈Trα
σaα (kaα ·#β)
σaα,β
, (B.2)
respectively, where #b denotes some Lorentz vector depending on the label β. Similarly
when β belongs to the trace labels we have instead
Πα,β =
∑
bβ∈Trβ
#α · kbβ
σα,bβ
or Πα,β =
∑
bβ∈Trβ
(#α · kbβ)σbβ
σα,bβ
. (B.3)
After fully expanding the Π entries labeled by traces in (B.1), it is obvious that each
term in the full expansion of Pf′Π is again a product of (m+ r− 1) factors of the form
in (B.2) and (B.3) (since when α, β ∈ h Πα,β is also of this form), which are the same
as those appearing in the entries of matrix Ψ, except for possible extra σ factors in the
numerator.
Note that for every trace i, the summation over labels in Tri always appears twice in
the full expansion, one from the row/column i in Π, and the other from the row/column
i′. Let us distinguish the particle labels for these two summations as ai and bi (though
they both sum over Tri), we see that in each term of the full expansion of (B.1), either
σai or σbi will appear, but they can neither both appear nor both be absent. So in each
term, apart from the kinematic factors, the form of the σ factors is exactly
σc1 σc2 · · ·σcm−1 , (B.4)
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where ci denotes either ai or bi. Now there are two cases which we discuss separately .
Case 1: If in a given term ai,bi appear in the same factor in the denominator, i.e.,
termadj.ai,bi = sgn(. . . , i
′, i, . . .) · · · σai kai · kbi
σai − σbi
· · · , (B.5)
then in the full expansion we cannot find another term which is identical to
sgn(. . . , i, i′, . . .) · · · kai · kbi σbi
σai,bi
· · · , (B.6)
since the summation in (B.1) is over perfect matchings rather than the full permuta-
tions. Hence fixing the other indices and summing over ai, bi results in∑
ai∈Tri
∑
bi∈Tri
termadj.ai,bi =
∑
ai<bi∈Tri
σai,bi sgn(. . . , i
′, i, . . .) · · · kai · kbi
σai,bi
· · · ,
= sgn(i′, i)
∑
ai<bi∈Tri
sgn(ai, bi)σai,bi sgn(. . . , ai, bi, . . .) · · ·
kai · kbi
σai,bi
· · · .
(B.7)
Case 2: If in a given term ai, bi appear in different factors in the denominator, i.e.,
term
non-adj.(1)
ai,bi
= sgn(. . . , i′, . . . , i, . . .) · · · σai kai ·#c
σai,c
· · · kbi ·#d
σbi,d
· · · , (B.8)
the full expansion also contains the contribution from
term
non-adj.(2)
ai,bi
= sgn(. . . , i, . . . , i′, . . .) · · · kai ·#c
σai,c
· · · σbi kbi ·#d
σbi,d
· · · . (B.9)
The summation over ai, bi with the other indices fixed thus produces∑
ai∈Tri
bi∈Tri
∑
q=1,2
term
non-adj.(q)
ai,bi
=
∑
ai,bi∈Tri
σai,bi sgn(. . . , i
′, . . . , i, . . .) · · · kai ·#c
σai,c
· · · kbi ·#d
σbi,d
· · · ,
= sgn(i′, i)
∑
ai,bi∈Tri
sgn(ai, bi)σai,bi sgn(. . . , ai, . . . , bi, . . .)
· · · kai ·#c
σai,c
· · · kbi ·#d
σbi,d
· · · .
(B.10)
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By comparing (B.7) and (B.10), we see that they have the same form, which is
sgn(i′, i)
∑
ai<bi∈Tri
sgn(ai, bi)σai,bi · · · . (B.11)
This applies to every trace label i, and the remaining factors depending on labels ai, bi
are exactly the same as the entries of matrix A, and can be observed to re-sum back into
Pf[Ψ]h,a1,b1,...,am−1,bm−1:h since during the above manipulations preserve the structure of
the original Pfaffian expansion in (B.1), only switching the meaning of the labels and
corresponding entries. Without loss of generality, we can choose to set sgn(i′, i) = 1
(∀i), and further assume that all the labels in Tri is smaller than all those in Trj
whenever i < j, so that
∏
i sgn(ai, bi) = sgn(a1, b1, . . . , am−1, bm−1) =: sgn({a, b}). As a
consequence, the full expansion can be re-summed into
Pf′Π(g = {Tr1∪· · ·∪Trm}, h) =
∑
a1<b1∈Tr1···
am−1<bm−1∈Trm−1
sgn({a, b})σa1b1· · ·σam−1bm−1 Pf[Ψ]h,a1,b1,...,am−1,bm−1:h,
(B.12)
which is (3.17).
C Applications of KLT to Color-Ordered Amplitudes
An important class of theories considered in this work are those with color structures
and it is natural to ask what the KLT splitting procedure implies for them. The first
indication that this is an interesting question was the work of Bern, De Freitas and
Wong [51] where a formula for a complete YM amplitude in terms of sums of products
of a colored scalar and YM partial amplitude was conjectured. The conjecture of Bern,
De Freitas and Wong was proved using BCFW techniques in [52].
Let us discuss how our viewpoint applies to a single partial amplitude in YM with
some ordering γ¯,
MYMn (γ¯) =
∫
dµn
Pf ′Ψ
γ¯(1, . . . , n)
, (C.1)
where γ¯(1, . . . , n) := σγ¯(1),γ¯(2) σγ¯(2),γ¯(3) · · ·σγ¯(n),γ¯(1). Here the notation γ¯ is meant as a
reminder that this is a general permutation of a set of n elements unlike the previous
permutations α, β that appeared above where labels {1, n− 1, n} are always kept in a
particular order.
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In this case the left and right “partial” amplitudes become
M (L)n (α) =
∫
dµn
1
γ¯(1, . . . , n)
1
σ1,α(2) · · ·σα(n−2),n−1 σn−1,nσn,1 ,
MYM(R)n (β) =
∫
dµn
Pf ′Ψ
σ1,β(2) · · ·σβ(n−2),n σn,n−1σn−1,1 . (C.2)
If the permutation γ¯ leaves the labels {n − 1, n, 1} in the same order as the α or β
permutations then M (L)(α) becomes an entry in the matrix m of the previous subsec-
tion. More explicitly M (L)(α) = mγ,α. In this case the KLT relation becomes a trivial
identity
MYMn (γ¯) =
∑
α,β
mγ¯,α (m
−1)α,βMYM(R)n (β). (C.3)
since mγ¯,α(m
−1)α,β = δγ¯,β.
If the permutation γ¯ does not have the labels {n − 1, n, 1} in the same order as
the α or β permutations then we get an interesting relation. The form of M (L)(α)
motivates us to extend the matrix m into an n!×n! matrix whose entries are still given
by double scalar partial amplitudes but with arbitrary permutations. Let us abuse the
notation slightly and still call the new matrix m. Of course, the matrix whose inverse
enters in the KLT formula cannot be the full n!× n! matrix as this matrix is singular.
Therefore when we write (m−1)α,β we mean the inverse of the (n− 3)!× (n− 3)! matrix
whose entries are denoted by labels of the α and β kind.
Having explained the slight abuse in notation, we find that the formula (C.3) is
valid in general. This formula is telling us the well-known fact that the space of partial
amplitudes in YM is only (n − 3)! dimensional [43, 47, 53]. The standard derivation
of this fact goes from n! to (n − 1)! by using cyclicity, from (n − 1)! down to (n − 2)!
by using the KK relations and finally from (n− 2)! down to (n− 3)! by using the BCJ
relations. All these three steps are encoded in our realization of the explicit linear
combination that expresses a general MYMn (γ) as a linear combination (with rational
coefficients in sab variables) of M
YM
n (1, β, n, n− 1).
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